
Trivia Quiz
by Words Up Games

Q1) What is the name of Roo's mother in Winnie-the-Pooh?

Q2) From which country did the Incas originate?

Q3) How many tentacles does an octopus have?

Q4) How many corners does a rectangle have?

Q5) What is 34 x 101?

Q6) What is the first book of the Bible?

Q7) What letter of the alphabet sounds like a line of people waiting for something?

Q8) Which country's air force is abbreviated to RCAF?

Q9) In which country is El Cid a national hero?

Q10) What is (2 x 6) + (3 x 4)?

Q11) What is the ingredient used in bread making that makes it rise?

Q12) In English League football, how many points are awarded for a draw?

Q13) How many strings does a violin have?

Q14) Canberra is the capital of which country?

Q15) By what name was Farrokh Bulsara better known?
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Trivia Quiz Answers
by Words Up Games

Q1) What is the name of Roo's mother in Winnie-the-Pooh?

Q2) From which country did the Incas originate?

Q3) How many tentacles does an octopus have?

Q4) How many corners does a rectangle have?

Q5) What is 34 x 101?

Q6) What is the first book of the Bible?

Q7) What letter of the alphabet sounds like a line of people waiting for something?

Q8) Which country's air force is abbreviated to RCAF?

Q9) In which country is El Cid a national hero?

Q10) What is (2 x 6) + (3 x 4)?

Q11) What is the ingredient used in bread making that makes it rise?

Q12) In English League football, how many points are awarded for a draw?

Q13) How many strings does a violin have?

Q14) Canberra is the capital of which country?

Q15) By what name was Farrokh Bulsara better known?
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